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     Hello, my name is Riya, and I am advocating in support of House Bill 0077. In an article from the 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Nick Kelso, owner of Minnesota-based Jet-Black International, said 
his seal-coating company stopped using coal tar sealants in 2012. He now uses asphalt-based sealers, 
which he said aren’t as odorous after application and don’t burn a worker’s skin upon contact. He said 
that they are not seeing much of a difference in performance. 
     On February 20, 2019, there was a hearing held to determine whether or not to ban coal tar in 
Maryland. In this hearing, opponents made multiple claims against a ban on coal tar. They testified that 
coal tar is considered safe for workers, has minimal to no health effects, and is classified as  safe and 
effective by the Food and Drug Administration.                                    However, throughout our research, 
we found that coal tar is fatal to humans and aquatic life and can cause skin, lung, kidney, bladder, and 
stomach cancers. 
     They also testified that coal tar is utilized in numerous household products like shampoo and soap, and 
are used in treatments for many common skin conditions, directly on the skin. However, Health Canada 
says that coal tar dye, found inside many of these products, is no longer made from coal tar and is rather 
made synthetically, as coal tar in the dye was proven to be unsafe for the body. 
     One of the opponents at the hearing stated that the only alternative for coal tar was epoxy seal coaters, 
and they are 4 times more expensive than coal tar. However, in our research, we found that there are many 
other alternatives to coal tar, like asphalt-based sealants and latex-based sealants. There are now also coal 
tar sealants with safer PAH levels being made. 
     At the House hearing last year, our opponents were unsure of whether our bill covers PAHs in all 
products or just coal tar. We would like to clarify that our goal is to try to put a .1% PAH limit on refined 
coal tar driveway sealants. 
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